Cambridge Entomological Club

The regular meeting will be held at the Bussey Institution, Forest Hills, Boston, Tuesday, March 20, 1917, at 7:45 p.m.

PROGRAM:

Dr. William M. Mann will deliver a Lecture entitled: "A Collecting Trip to the British Solomon Islands." Illustrated with Lantern Slides.

H. M. PARSHLEY, Secretary.
Dr. W. W. Mann
Bussey Institution
Great Hill
Mass.
Santa Anna

June 24, 1846.

We left here after a short

stay.

Mission at Chau-ado City

Trinidad, with big tough

5 cav. crossed Corral.

Downtown of town and 1000

paces.

Largest 45 feet long

High at 60 feet and at

half of times

5 feet below bank,

pier in camp served

Island in center with

trade charts for

614 hog yards

Champlin. A long time

since.
No visible text on this page.
Galls fishing Points. Bright and
Rusell Capitol. Fished

Right to parties to fight!

Pore of Madison near

Marin

Gold at night. Allotted

Along shore.

Past a view the 2 mats
of which are named
Potona T. Tumuto.

As delta from surrounding
fresh water on one side
Salt on the other. Great
fine cement gravel.

With the line. Stong cliffs outside

To large islands one

with a 1500 ft. Mountain.

Center. The other 400 ft.

For small flat

Interior becoming higher
towards center of basin,
Grand canal shown as a high, rugged, rocky, sandy shore and cliffs. North side very rough and rocky, deep water between the smaller islands. No fine sandy shore coming the first season. Short autumn in the area. Salmon, Skagerrak, Etc., place, adjacent strip of island off the shore, fully cleaned, planted. Legs of giant trees standing among the excursions. Would love to manage this farm for the house is improved. Am ready to place my little pigs only 6 piglets in the month. Bought 3 for a stick.

Tide comes off F St.
and got three species of pigeons
I stopped where cheering had
been made, many iguanas
Two larger islands divided by
Sunlight channel. Depth
enlarged near in passing
bigger, islands in most
place to depth for anchorage
50 fathoms and bottom.

Arms running out, sand
slings of trails come out
a few, bent across, covered
by reefs with an occasional
passage. Reef patches
extending out, thin, deep
passage. Deep water to
next island.

Clear day. Wind beams.

Native village at Karamoli.
Cliffs of walling leaves
Bell wall, corrugating
waffle, beach cement.

platforms. Roofing leaves.

sacrifice, "which we call kubin"

wont what appears to be

"sandbar covered in
black sand, sanding in red, white
blacks of large birds
sandpiper. Photographs and analysis.

in rock wall. Armorial clad

white patterns, "the of
shells" to "multicolored cures.

outside trench. Broad

roof, school, cocoos &

or, lying about.

Sands, woods, with coal.
on edges. The part of which the village is situated is nicely planted in trees. Clare and Mr. Darcy, native teachers. Three houses.

Mr. Abbott gave toy revolver, five cartridges, a shotgun, a short rifle. His name unknown. Empty shells being returned.

Trees at Pepsala

Pamalina (Cypera)

Cement wharf. Negresses.

Mindie. Smoking room.

Mindie's. Negress.

Vangarini, Maj. Geiger's mansions. 2nd floor. lod. on wall.

Stat. streak of Com.

like well. Miss B. No trouble opening into magazines opened. Complete land found. No dotted with small islands.

New Georgia boatmen. strands. Ridge jagged. one peak standing with zig. at top side. called someone badi hoop.

Dilihina (Mr. R. F., Erikson's island, anchored.

S. A. Saludyar

Senzu Pacific Plantations Co.

Baiari, Poi. Solomon Islands

(ppt. ppp)

Mara's Lagoon.

Manning Strait. Tahitian Pearl Fish.
topper, crab, lug.

To Mrs. Grover.

Now the air sound. Plantations. Gardens.

P.W. report to P. Un trăm. Tryon.


I thought in shallow. house - boat.
By-product of mission

Mission Station. Shells. Pokelto.

From our last visit, send us men who will take the men along.

Poisonous fish. "Pete" killed and boy rescued.


Sharks. Fine harbor.

Lyme. Sharks.
Oct. 24-16

In morning at Kalata Pk.

Mytholized brought 4 bars

some bullets.

From Heavy sally Sanoa's.

Beautiful plane from a

Giant sleeping

near home - a little truck

of Gallieni standing on

his house caught in rain.

Three big ants in rows, another

range in front. Blue ranges

shooting beyond.

Rain passing back and forth

Beyond 15°. Few range.

King mighty about the story.

To Roberta
show tell. Arowood?

Marrow root felt on hill top, near back property,
fringe sense in flood
around the foot acros
valley

gardener felt top of
helping startled from
noted

Voseli Mission, Very
jagged hill felt deep feeling
also extended up hill,
Evidence of landslide.
Black patches of burned
off grass

Endorse - c. 1903
Biggest change in last ten
the last ten things change along the following
a dates present planting
increase of woodland in
Scotland in 1875-86
June 3, 1905
2 or early days must have
advanced little trading vessels
Barrier reef. To Atta
encounter reef. Bundera
Village. "Big Bay"
Lagoon. "Kereta. ("The
place") rock. Land.
Village on reef.

Atta. Big Bay
Reef. Lagoon. Small-
little islands. Small.
Shore has been cleared.

Island. Big "two small.
Rocks. Small. 20 ft. deep.
Sand. Prominent features.

North point. Land.
South point. Sand. Point.
Bell, Rich & Co.
soldiers, aground 2 feet, lost in fog.
A walk at 8 a.m. took me 50 feet above
river all the time down stone cliffs ninet feet
down through the chasm with the
altitude.

Grant Smith & Co.
Governor Embattan &
Grant Smith & Co.

at 260 feet long, narrow, and
village called the Great
m outskirts. 300 feet high in
1,200 feet high. Over the
situation. Along the

This letter, tied or piled,
had been taken. Roll of
screen for pillows.

Tiger Drums.
a lot of heavy climbing to do. The steep, winding
town trails mostly
cover flintstones. Climbing
inland takes feet of sweat
across the weakened
The chief was a dream along with
some bands of Jennings
left over from a civil war. His
like scared cattle. Little boy's
masses care rearing up
Do what the army says or
lead.
To Fort, to the Big
spring from hilltop.

I hope it's done so
as to deserve to impress
some sad, others more
pressed. Call three

I'm a paper engrossed
dight same
to very deep holes
in the

\text{each in feet though}
Pored some time lot of bush men armed with axes claim Deputy to coroner among them. They had become swanky with not to strip once.

At Long could see the age less than a half mile away quick walk north dune grade than flat. Reckon mostly sand. Village to which not to stay to meet me. Looked bright good.

To Auki Red.

with view of range a big bay with half dozen islands across from Seminole Bay forest 600 ft... each of the house often inside .

Sema, Seminoleid Polyphemid, heavy flat, mid.

After deg: gull; in water.

Swallow; in water

Couched in water

Weighted down;

"help through the night!"
R. R. (Pugh)
F. D. (Smith)

1200c. Grantham Place—

Gladstone Place—

Mr. John Scott

The person involved

had bought the horse

on which he was returning

from the hunt. He

left his dress coat

in a hotel.

Mrs. Francis Thompson,

Mrs. Eucaneer,

Mrs. Fordham,

Mrs. Dyer.

Queensland

Rev. Mr. Ward & Co.'s Cat

R. J. Nicholakon

Denny Rock

Victoria

1 shirt, 15/2 (10 lines)

white. Chiefly on

shirts for

Catalogues.

1 shirt

15 collars. White.
a blot on the face
of Nature's own
work,
indigo-sodden
desolation unfit for
human habitation by
Ralph Reed. Here of Tyne
by manswith dudgeon.
Supplement to

Alto's campagne.

Nothing ascertainment first that the marines above
no women or children.

For Dropwats pro Recommended 1875
salts killing southwest

Dredg's spot installation. Before he
was born his father
was killed by native
always to make war.

I did until a Canadian

Hunted him & killed
a relative.

Greenland 1875.

Exo. from ships.
Bell

One man curing another to wipe insult says one must be killed. Mission boy chase because he should not be avenged.

Another case. Man cursed, killed of 3d. man. Both bands.

Fish & pig killed each pay half.

Since blacks campaigning 17 murders from U.S. Kell. 3 # put my hand on the young nigger to the good Lord. Some acting as "misleaders".
One man suing another to wipe insult some one must be killed. Mission boy slain because he wouldn't be avenged.

Command, consent, of 3d. a year 4 pay had

R. A. Erickson
Bell: Shield Save
One man is
To wipe instinct
one must 1
mission boy
become the
be avenged
Another
 missed in
braves
killed

Adams
15. List
First remain by delegation
Grose, Town. Job do on
South, New York
Ensino of the Snake
Sentimental Blake